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Learn About NUDET & CME
SARA’s Saturday, March 10
program will be presented by
Section Manager Skip
Jackson (KSØJ) and
Emergency Coordinator
John Regan (KAØHYR) and
is sure to hold your interest!
Skip and John plan to share important information
on the effects of a Nuclear Detonation (NUDET) and
a Coronal Mass Ejection (CME) on amateur radio
equipment and electronics in general.

March
2018

Announcements
Monthly Meeting:
March 10, 2018
Meeting: 09:00
Boutwells Landing
Auditorium A
Gables Wing

Program: Skip (KSØJ)
with John (KAØHYR):
NUDET & CME
Pre-meeting:

~07:30 - 08:45
Breakfast & Coffee
Perkins Restaurant
2050 Frontage Rd W
Stillwater, MN

Both phenomena can have very negative impacts on
your ham radio gear. More importantly, hams can
take steps to prevent damage, some simple and
SARA On the Air
some more elaborate. For example, a regular
SARA Phone Roundtables
disconnecting of antennas and wires will keep the
Daily @ 20:00 Local:
spikes out of
(except Tuesday & Thursday):
your equipment. 1.966 MHz LSB +/- QRM
(alternate: 21.316 MHz USB)
And, that old
Monday @ 09:00 Local:
microwave or
3.856 MHz LSB +/- QRM
trash can have
value in shielding Tuesday @ 19:00 Local:
24.955 MHz USB +/- QRM
your radio
SARA Repeater Weekly Net
equipment.
More protective measures will be presented.
Join your SARA colleagues for the program you
won’t want to miss.
Proud affiliate of the Courage Kenny Handiham Program

Wednesday @ 21:00 Local:
WØJH Repeater
147.060+ MHz (Positive offset)
114.8 Hz TX tone (required)
156.7 Hz Receive tone
Digital Net
Sunday @ 19:00 Local:
3.58415 MHz (500-1,000 Hz)
(mode announced Sunday via
email broadcast)

Can’t Find Us On the Air?
... Monitor SARA Repeater

Bandwidth from the
President
Greetings from my shack, de Joe KCØOIO.
The new Facebook Group page, SARAStillwater Amateur Radio Association, is now
live. This new group supplants the old Facebook page, which is actually treated as a
business page by Facebook. The original page on Facebook will be shut down by
March 31. All SARA Facebook activity is now being posted to the new Group page.
Check it out!
Ice Station WØJH was a great event again this year. The weather always seems to
throw a good curve at us, but we react and adapt quite deftly. The water dripping
inside the shelter on Monday was concerning, but with plenty of hand and towels, we
stayed on top of the situation. Thanks to Dave KØAIF, Dave WØOXB, and Bob
WØGAF for leading the team for this event.
In past issues, I have often prepared 2 separate articles for Signals from SARA. It gets
tough preparing one sometimes, much less two. So I have decided to combine them
into one column. The new name, Bandwidth from the President, reflects the
refreshed focus I plan to incorporate in this column. One thing can assure you, I am
not active on Twitter, so no late night tweets from this president. As I mentioned last
month, I have been working FT-8 mode regularly. I have found this mode to be
addictive and exciting. It amazes me sometimes how often my signal is heard in
Oceania, Asia, Europe, and Africa. I now am approaching 700 total FT-8 QSOs in the
log.
Early February 25, Joe Taylor W1JT announced the release of WSJT-X Version
1.9.0-rc2 to the entire ham community for beta testing. The biggest news in this
release is the development of a special DXpedition “Fox-n-Hounds" mode. The FT-8
DXpedition Mode was developed at the request of the upcoming KH1/KH7Z Baker
Island DXpedition team. This new mode will allow approved DXpeditions to run as the
FOX and respond to up 5 Hounds at once, with a theoretical rate approaching several
hundred QSOs per hour. It will be most important to review the DXpedition’s operating
plan to determine the frequencies they will be running this mode on as the developers
have called for the use of this mode apart from the usual FT-8 modes. A special test
session will occur between 2300 hrs UTC and 0300 UTC March 6 and 7. You can find
additional info and download the software and FT-8 DXpedition Mode Guide pdf from
physics.princeton.edu/pulsar/k1jt/wsjtx.html.
The SARA HF Digital Net continues to attract participation from across the Midwest
and south-central Canada. THOR16 has proven to be an effective digital mode during
our ongoing use for the net. New users are also joining the net regularly, with over-the
-air coaching and troubleshooting taking place on the SARA repeater. During a recent
Sunday evening Net, a member came on the repeater and stated that he wasn’t
getting decodes. He was using a SignaLink for interfacing and could not find the USB
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audio selection in his settings. A little coaching and suggestion led to a successful
evening for him, getting checked into the net a short time later.
The March 10 meeting program will be focus NUDET & CME and the effects of both
on electronics in general and Ham gear in specific. John Regan KAØHYR and Skip
Jackson KSØJ will explain what they are, what happens, and how to protect your gear.
Don’t forget the pre-meeting Breakfast will be at Perkins Restaurant 2050 W Frontage
Rd (Hwy 36 & Washington) in Stillwater at 7:30 AM. The breakfast gang hopes to see
you there!
73 es CUL,
de Joe (KCØOIO)

Cabin Fever?
Shake off those winter doldrums!
Rewire the shack, plan a new antenna, build a go kit, get ready for
spring and summer fun.

Upcoming Meetings & Events


March 10: Monthly meeting; Boutwells Landing, Oak Park Heights



April 14: Monthly meeting; Boutwells Landing, Oak Park Heights



April 26: VE Exam Session; Boutwells Landing, Oak Park Heights



May 12: Monthly meeting; Boutwells Landing, Oak Park Heights



May 24: New Ham Night; Valley View Park, Oak Park Heights

2018
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VE Session Scheduled
With the recently completed SARA sponsored Skywarn session and the free Technician classes now underway, we are looking forward to our next VE session. Our next
exam will be at Boutwells Landing on Thursday, April 26, with registration beginning at
5:30 pm with exams starting at 6:00 pm.
Is always a guessing game to try and anticipate how many examines to prepare for,
but how participation in the Technician classes holds up, will help to determine how
many VEs we will want to have. I really appreciate the 12 VEs, whom have offered to
work this session, but will likely not want to have that many for this exam session and
hopefully nobody feels offended if not selected. While we want to have enough
staffing to adequately cover the session, I strive to not have excess staffing as the
more people we have milling about in the hallway, the more unwanted noise that filters
into the exam room.
Shel, NØDRX

SARA Kicks Off Spring Training during Winter Storm Warning
Threats of major snowfalls did not
dampen the spirits of 35 new and
renewing Skywarn Spotters who
attended training at the Stillwater
Library on Saturday, Feb. 24.
We always have a good turn out
at this session, largely due to
publicity efforts from Dave WØOXB. Jarrod Schoenecker
KDØZCI was our instructor again
this year.
Timing of our Skywarn class is
strategically just ahead of the
start of our Spring Technician
class. This gives folks who gain an interest in ham radio as a result of Skywarn training an easy opportunity to get their training started. We have a couple of new prospects that will be joining the class. The class is also an opportunity to expose SARA
to new potential members. Hams from around the metro attend our class, and a number of them picked up one of our information sheets, and expressed interest in finding
out more about what SARA has to offer.
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Ice Station WØJH 2018 - Recap
Operating from a frozen lake during Presidents’ Day weekend, Feb. 17 - 19 was
SARA's usual idea of winter fun!
This was the fifth year in a row for this event and maybe another example of SARA
craziness ... or maybe just normal ham antics!
Using the club’s call, WØJH,
two-person teams (operator
and logger) operated from
Lake Elmo, MN (Washington
County; Grid Square EN34nx)
from an 8’x8’ portable shelter
on 15” of ice. (About 10 miles
east of St. Paul)
A 160-6m center-fed Zepp
antenna (253’ long, 45’ high)
ran north and south in trees
along the shore. About 100’ of
450Ω ladderline connected the
antenna to a 4:1 balun,
bringing coax into the shelter.
A Kenwood TS-590 transceiver ran 100 watts thru a MFJ962 antenna tuner to the
antenna. A laptop was used for logging. Heat was provided by a portable propane
heater.
Our operating mode was SSB, primarily on 20m, 40m and more morning contacts on
75m this year. And John (N5JLZ) made some PSK contacts were also made. Propagation was so-so allowing contact
throughout North America and several
DX countries. While on the air for 3
days, ~6 hours per day, we generated
some huge pile-ups; with about 400
contacts.

You can view more photos here:
https://flic.kr/s/aHsm7A2MLf
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WØOXB Release To Listen Award
It was recently noted by a few sharp eyed SARA members that there
was an item that did not appear in the February monthly meeting
minutes. While it may have been a simple oversight due to the excitement that surrounds this prestigious and historical award, or a
deliberate omission by our recently elected Secretary, as it was he
whom was the most recent awardee!
The “WØOXB Release To Listen Award” is commonly called the “RTL” was created by Greg
KØGW, and initially presented to Dave WØOXB on 6/29/2003 at Courage St Croix as we were
concluding our Field Day for that year. At the time of the
first award, Greg said, "This award goes to the person who
best demonstrates the goals exemplified by the operations
of WØOXB."
Since the award is called “Release To Listen” someone whom tends to demonstrate communicative traits
more readily, is a more likely candidate to receive the
award. While that is usually thought to mean someone
that talks more than they listen, that is not always the
reason someone might receive the award.
The award is a traveling award intended to be presented on an annual basis. This guideline
was established to prevent someone from getting the award and just holding on to it. While
some recipients may have looked upon receiving the award to be similar to having received a
lump of coal for their birthday gift and have wanted to hide the award and try to pass it on as
soon as possible, that has been a rare occurrence. Considering how prestigious and handsome this award is, it is easy to see why some recipients have found it difficult to pass it on. It
is clearly NOT required to wait a year to present the award. In fact, the rules are intended to
encourage more frequent movement of the award if a deserving awardee is identified.
The awardee is determined by the current holder of the award, although there are no limits on
consulting other hams, particularly past recipients of the award. Anyone in the club is eligible to
receive the award except the immediate past recipient. Despite the fact that former awardees
may again become eligible, considering the prestige associated with the award and in the spirit
of encouraging excellence, it is desirable to spread the award around. While not a requirement,
it is encouraged that the person presenting the award mention the reason it is going to the new
awardee.
It is fairly obvious why Dave WØOXB received the award in 2003 and then became the only 2time awardee in 2008. Joe N9UXD, was the recipient in 2004 for a long winded discussion in
the parking lot. Am guessing he was trying to avoid receiving the award in person, as the only
picture I have seen of the presentation has another Joe with his face covered by a metal pie tin
standing in as a proxy for N9UXD. Lyle WB9OKQ, demonstrated a general level of excellence
in the RTL category, but received the award on the strength of reading off everything that was
appearing on his computer screen over about a minute and a half; text which was also visible
to the people he was talking to.The only non-human recipient, which was a slight stretch of the
intended rules, was in 2007 when the award was given to WØJH for the repeater timing itself
out. Following the award going to Tom WØMMW in 2009, all of us including Tom, somewhat
forgot whom even had the award, but it was found and it became an international award, when
it was presented to Bill VE3XT, at our Split Rock Lighthouse event.
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Please take a look at the listing of all RTL recipients and award dates, as well as several
pictures of presentation of the award over the years. There are a couple of instances where
the current holder of the award was not available and Dave WØOXB, filled in to present the
award to the new recipient.
RTL Recipient & Date Awarded:
WØOXB Dave June 29, 2003
Shel, NØDRX
N9UXD Joe June 2004
WB9OKQ Lyle 2005
NØSBU George 2006
WØJH (for “Hanging” Repeater) 2007
KBØRGS Lance Nov 10, 2007
WØOXB Dave Dec 13, 2008
WØMMW Tom June 28, 2009
VE3XT Bill Nov 6, 2010
NØDXH Mary Nov 5, 2011
AGØH Keith Nov 3, 2012
KCØOIO Joe Dec 10, 2013
NØGRM Peter Jan 10, 2015
KDØOTB Bill Jan 9, 2016
KAØOBI Steve Jan 14, 2017
KEØIYN Collin Feb 10, 2018

2018
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Ham Gear For Sale
Yaesu FT-101-EE $200
Currently powered by 120 VAC
Includes: Mic, Mobile Power Connector & Manual
Yaesu VX-7R $250
Triple Band, Heavy Duty, Submersible Transceiver
Includes: Charger, Two Batteries, Car Charger, 8” & 16” Antennas
Heathkit Electronic Paddle Keyer $50
Model HD-1410
Contact:
Greg Schroeder (KDØEAP)
jjgaschroeder@gmail.com

Rockwell Collins KWM-380 (price reduced to $2,000)
Serial #584 with 1.7 kHz, 2.1 kHz & 360 Hz filters
Collectible CCA good to very good condition
Power out in excess of 110 watts, 1.8 MHz continuous to 30 MHz into 50Ω load
Contact:
Shel Mann (NØDRX)
n0drx@hotmail.com

SARA Sunday HF Digi Net
The Digi Net is at 7:00 pm Central Time Sundays. It runs ~45 minutes and ends in
time to QSY to the Top Band (160m Round Robin Rag Chew: 1.966 MHz +/- QRM).
Join us for this enjoyable digital modes net on 3.584.15 MHz (centered between 5001000 Hz on the waterfall).
A reminder is usually sent via email sometime Sunday that includes the mode and
frequency for that evening’s session.
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SARA Ice Station Confirmations
The 2018 SARA Ice Station event went smoothly and was nice to not
have the excess water on top of the ice that we had the previous year.
With 24 inches of solid ice under our ice shelter and moderate temperatures we were in good shape. Have not crunched all of stats from the operation yet, but expect more will be available at the upcoming March
monthly meeting. We spent more time on 75m & 40m this year than we
usually do, due to frequent congestion on 20m in the area of our published frequency.
I have been pulling confirmation requests from email and beginning to
match them up with the logs. Anticipate the initial and largest confirmation file will be completed prior to March 1. Dave WØOXB, is still receiving photos from the event, so will need a bit of time to go through all of
them to chose which he wants to use on the confirmation certificate.
Once that template is completed, Bob WØGAF will have them flying off
to a bunch of happy hams and we should be done by mid-March.
Shel, NØDRX

SARA Needs YOU!
Get involved ...
Make a difference ...
Have fun!
ww.radioham.org
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EVERY ONCE IN AWHILE - A CHALLENGE PRESENTS ITSELF
Well, about a year ago, I was checking out the QRP kits
that can be bought online. One that caught my eye was
the Bitx40 meter transceiver. This was a 40 meter SSB
transceiver that a fellow in India had designed and first
offered it for $49. It was described as having approximately 7watts of output power and covered the 40 meter
band. The kit came complete with a fully populated PC
board containing all of the surface mounted components
(including those ‘pesky’ toroids), a tuning and volume
control and a full set of instructions. The only thing that
was not provided was a case.
It didn’t interest me at the time as there were many similar kits out there but still caught my eye because it was
an interesting design and could be easily modified for CW operation.
The price was right but I still waited and followed the website that offered the kit. The
designer, Ashar Farhan VU2ESE, had stated he was going to improve the design in a
way that would stop the frequency drift while it was warming up. I decided to wait and
see.
Farhan came out with a new Bitx40 kit which also contained the design improvement:
An Arduino Nano was added to control a rock-steady Si5351 synthesizer and a clean
16×2 frequency display. And, what really caught my eye was the price was only $59.
Including shipping!
Well, I was hooked. There is quite a support forum for this kit. Many hams have built it
and shared their hints and improvements to the design online. All of their posts have
been archived and are easily searched if you have a problem and need some help.
I received the kit about three months ago and have been going through all of the postings to see what improvements I want to make to the transceiver. I’ve been told to
build the kit from start to finish without making improvements. Make sure everything
works and then start with whatever improvements you want to make.
I plan improving the kit by adding a dynamic microphone, adding the CW mode, and
making some recommended software changes to enhance operation.
It’s a challenge and, I’m sure, one in which I’ll learn quite a bit. I’ve never worked with
an Arduino before so I’ve got quite a bit of catching up in learning the theory.
I’ve bought an inexpensive case ($11) and just finished mounting the PC board and
drilling/cutting out some of the holes for the controls and display.
I’ve included a picture showing the case and the mounted PC board. Hopefully, we’ll
finish by April in time for displaying it at SARA’s meeting.
If you’re interested in looking at the Farhan’s site, here is the web address:
http://www.hfsignals.com/index.php/bitx40/
73,
Keith - AGØH
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ARES Nets
Please post this by your radio and/or kitchen table and try to
check in once or twice per month and enjoy the topic. John
(KAØHYR) has the schedule for NCS and topics laid out for the
year; he has left several open for “any available NCS”, so contact
John jeregan3@gmail.com and get some practice as a Net Control Station. This is the most valuable ham position at a real disaster activation, so get
your skills up now while practice time is available; The script for the NCS is also available. You will be surprised at how quickly your skills rise to the top or are renewed and
it becomes second nature.
Washington County ARES (WASHCOARES)
3rd Wednesday of each month; 6:30 PM; 146.985HF Nets in MN (some ARES, some Section nets, some club nets):
:: SARA FLDigi Digital Net: 7 PM Sunday; 3.584.15 MHz
:: ARRL MN Phone Net; 12 noon, 5:30 PM Daily; 3.860 MHz
:: ARRL MN Section (CW) Net; 6:30 PM, 9:50 PM Daily; 3.568 MHz
:: MN ARES FLDigi Digital Net: Thursday, 8 PM, 3.583.5 MHz USB, Olivia 8-500
HF Nets with Neighboring States:
:: North Dakota: 6:30 PM Daily; 3.937 MHz
:: South Dakota: 6 PM Daily; 3.870 MHz
:: Wisconsin: 5:30 PM Daily, 3.985 MHz
:: Iowa: 12:30 PM, 5:30 PM Daily, 3.970 MHz
:: Michigan Digital Traffic Net (MIDTN), Thur. 7 PM, 3.583.50 kHz, USB, Olivia 8-500 .
VHF Digital Nets:
:: SEMARC FL Digi Net: Every Wed. Sept.-May; Voice check In 146.985;
digital check-in 144.950
:: Scott County ARES Net, Monday, 7 PM; 147.165R; also 146.535 S
TNX es 73,
John (KAØHYR)
Washington County EC
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The State of the Art: Demographics, meet ARRL
Pat Tice, WAØTDA

Last month ARRL has asked the FCC to expand HF privileges for Technician
licensees to include limited phone privileges on 75, 40, and 15 meters, plus
RTTY and digital mode privileges on 80, 40, 15, and 10 meters. Here’s why it’s
an idea whose time has come.
A visit to a hamfest tells the tale: Ham radio operators like me (an old dude) have
plenty of old dude company. Oh, sure – there are the ladies and the younger folks, but
by and large we are the Boomer generation, and many of us have enjoyed Amateur
Radio for decades. Most of us are definitely NOT new Technician Class ops.
The good news about being in this demographic is that many of us have time to spend
on the air or build projects because we are retired. And by the time we have endured
all those years of work and made it to retirement, we mostly are well enough off to
afford our radio hobby. So here we are, Boomers with enough spare change and time
to spend it, and we like HF radios. Is there any down side to this?
Maybe. Or maybe not. ARRL has been working hard to promote Amateur Radio
through traditional media, social media, in public service, and in schools. But in
HF-land our Boomer demographic still prevails, and this means that as the next
decade unfolds, there will be some trends to watch.
To understand how Amateur Radio will be affected, we can look at some other interest
areas shared by our demographic. Take large “hog” motorcycles, for example. The
demographic is the same; Boomers with money. As these motorcyclists age, rides
become shorter and less frequent. Finally the realization dawns that the bike is
gathering dust, and (after a brief mourning period) it gets sold. But Millennials don’t
want big bikes. The market shrinks. Harley-Davidson sales decline. The headline in
USA Today, “Amid sales drop, Harley-Davidson wants to teach more to
ride” (December, 2017) reminds us of the League’s efforts to recruit new hams.
Okay, another interest area is firearms. Same demographic, and headlines like
“Falling Sales Concern Gun Industry – (ABC News, May, 2017). And what is the
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remedy? The report goes on to say, “The gun industry says it's working hard to
attract a new generation of buyers.” Sounds familiar, right? It is the same strategy in
play for everything from traditional service organizations to industry trade groups and
state departments of natural resources - and ham radio.
I’ve enjoyed shooting sports and have motorcycled across the nation, but time does
catch up, and we all make practical decisions based on our own circumstances. Ham
radio is still in play for you and me, but things are going to change. Change is coming
to everything from bowling leagues to bicycling clubs and service organizations.
Dealing with it means testing new strategies, and that is what ARRL is doing with its
latest petition to expand Tech HF privileges. Without any change at all, our trajectory
is already set, and we can look forward to a steady decline in HF participation.
The scenario unfolds like this: I’m happy with my HF station and use it every day. My
antenna system stretches across the back yard and all is good. Perhaps I even have
a tower and beam for the higher frequencies. Eventually though, things start to wear
out. A leg of the dipole drops in a storm and needs to be pulled back into place. The
rotor stops turning the beam. I used to be able to fix those things in an afternoon, but
now it’s not so easy to climb the tower, but I can rehang the dipole – for now.
Climbing stairs is getting harder for both me and my wife. One of us broaches the
idea of downsizing to a condo. I’ll miss having my own antenna farm, but I won’t miss
stair climbing, lawn mowing, snow shoveling, and tower climbing.
Do you see where this is going?
Now multiply by the number of Boomers reaching the age – perhaps mid-70s – when
all of the same decisions are being mulled at the kitchen table. Here is my prediction:










There will be more used HF equipment on the market as we downsize.
More of us will operate HF remote stations (Already happening!)
More clubs will follow SARA’s lead in providing remote resources for
members who cannot have traditional HF stations or who travel south for
the winter.
HF activity will decline, like motorcycling, bowling, and hunting. The bands
already seem “dead” on non-contest weekdays!
VHF/UHF repeaters will continue to languish as radio “dead zones” unless
they are DMR, Echolink, WIRES, or IRLP-enabled.
The HF participation rate among Boomers will continue to decline, even as
Tech licensees remain mostly inactive, and many will let their licenses
lapse.
The “Silent Key” page in QST will continue to grow.

Now, don’t shoot the messenger! These are demographics, and the changes are
inevitable – unless!
Unless we can engage new licensees in HF operation.
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Continued on next page

That is obvious. We need to tap into an existing pool of mostly inactive hams who find
dead repeaters boring and their licenses mostly useless.
Yes, there is some hand-wringing and outrage on social media over this, but remember
that ARRL did their research, and no one is in a better position to know the pulse of
Amateur Radio than the League. The objections fall into several categories:


“Amateur Radio will be like CB”. Nope. Remember that this petition doesn’t
ask for removal of testing requirements. It proposes more (but still limited)
HF privileges for Techs who have already been tested with HF operation in
mind via the current question pool structure.



“We had to test through multiple levels to get HF phone privileges and they
should too!” Seriously? Nothing has changed in 50 years? This is the
weakest of arguments against virtually anything, since it considers nothing
but whether candidates go through the same initiation ritual. Tradition may
be comforting, but in a technical activity like ham radio standards should
track the reality of the current situation.



“I am dropping my ARRL membership - that’ll show ‘em”. Yikes, this is a bit
extreme, especially since the League staff have researched this and come to
the conclusion that they have in recommending the petition. As with any
membership organization, it is better to be inside if you want to effect
change. Ironically, decades ago when ARRL first promoted the idea of
“incentive licensing”, a few people reacted exactly the same way. Some
things about human behavior never change, I guess.

Let’s welcome the newcomers to HF phone on frequencies that are unused most days,
even when those bands are open. Let’s work with HF newbies to help them learn the
quirks of HF propagation and the best practices of HF operation and digital modes.
Remember, new Techs on the HF bands have roughly the same HF background
experience as newly-licensed General Class ops - little to none. They could all use our
help and encouragement.
And thank you, ARRL.
73 - Pat
wa0tda@arrl.net
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